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BEST BET R8 21:24

Fernando
Diva

Dark Bdl
B

T: Terence Jordan
The Hound Says: Fast beginner who has been
airborne of late with 4 straight wins, vacant box
outside helps her cause tonight and is clearly the
one to beat again

NEXT BEST R7 21:04

Sandave
Pepper

Blue
B

T: David Richardson
The Hound Says: Touchy beginner but does
explode shortly after box rise, winner of 10 from
16 over this T/D and only needs clear air early to
prove very hard to beat

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 6, 3, 2 
Race 6 - 1, 5, 3 
Race 7 - 6, 2 
Race 8 - 8 

$20 for 111.11%

R1 LADBROKE IT! 0-1 WIN Mixed 450m 18:47

SOLOMON CAIN (6) broke through in slick time at
Casino two back and has the speed to burn
across and lead these early, some query up in
trip but finds the right race. OUTSIDER (7) wasn't
beaten far over this T/D last start and will be
better for the run, looks the main danger.
HOOKED ON CHARDY (1) is drawn to improve
and SNACKS (3) has claims

1. N/A
2.
3.
4.
6. N/A
7.
8.

Tips

R2 THE ABBEY MOTOR INN 0-1 WIN Mixed 450m 19:08

KEMP STREET (8) was a solid maiden winner two
back at The Gardens, first look at this track but
the distance is no issue and should run very well.
INDY LAD (4) is unplaced in 5 over this T/D but
shown some ability and worth another chance.
AUSSIE FURY (6) is overdue for a win but has
form that ties in. ON BREAK (7) can run well
tonight

1. N/A
2. SCR
3.
4.
6.
7.
8. N/A

Tips

R3KEN CASSON MOTORS 5TH GRADE HEAT 1 5th
Grade Serie

5th
Grade 350m19:32

DENVER JOY (4) is risky at box rise but has a good
turn of speed when hitting the ground, winner of
3 from 4 over this T/D with a 19.89pb and looks
the one to beat. BLUE SKYE MAGIC (2) is a
talented pup who has run well in both career
starts and loaded with upside. REGGIE QUINN (6)
comes into this fresh off a break and will be
strong late

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R4KEN CASSON MOTORS 5TH GRADE HEAT 2 5th
Grade Serie

5th
Grade 350m19:56

DEAD RINGER (1) is new here but shown good
short course ability at Casino and only needs a
safe start from the draw to take plenty of beating
tonight. GIFTED ACTRESS (4) gets a tricky draw
but comes in fresh which suits and capable of
threatening. TINY BARCIA (7) is knocking on the
door after recent placings and OKAY MERCEDES
(6) looks a knockout

1. N/A
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8. SCR

Tips

R5KEN CASSON MOTORS 5TH GRADE HEAT 3 5th
Grade Serie

5th
Grade 350m20:16

GAME ON (6) is suited back in grade and distance
tonight, winner of 3 from 6 over this T/D and only
needs a safe start to give this a shake. DEBUSSY
(3) was dominant from the front in 20.05 here
last week and will take beating with a repeat.
PRECOCIOUS (2) has early speed and is an 8 time
winner over this T/D. CLOCK THE ZIPPER (4) must
be respected

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R6 LADBROKES 1-2 WIN FINAL 1-2 Wins F 5th Grade 350m 20:40

SET TO IGNITE (1) is a promising pup with high
speed, unbeaten in all 3 career starts and ideally
drawn to continue the winning streak. BALFE
STREET BOY (3) has clocked flying time at Casino
over a similar trip to this, will go quickly when
hitting the ground and sure to give this a shake.
LIL MISS MILES (8) has been flying here in recent
weeks

1.
2. SCR
3.
4.
5. SCR
6.
7.
8.
9. SCR
10. SCR

Tips
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R7 FAIR DINKUM BUILDS CV SHEDS NG1-4 350m 21:04

SANDAVE PEPPER (6) is a touchy beginner but
does explode shortly after box rise and is the
winner of 10 from 16 over this T/D, clearly the
one to beat tonight. ROCKY PEPPER (2) also
excels around here and gets the favourable
draw, should be prominent throughout. WHO'S A
PICTURE (4) has open grade form and TABBY
BACK DUDE (7) should run well

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8. SCR

Tips

R8LADBROKES SUPER SERIES MASTERS HEAT 1
Masters H

M1/M2/
M3 350m 21:24

FERNANDO DIVA (4) is a fast beginner who has
been airborne of late with 4 straight wins, this is
certainly no harder task and vacant box outside
her only helps, clearly the one to beat. DARK
FATE (7) hasn't fired in two starts since a break
but is capable of improving now. UNDIVIDED (1)
is drawn to see every chance and PERFECT
NANGAR (2) can place

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8. N/A

Tips

R9LADBROKES SUPER SERIES MASTERS HEAT 2
Masters H

M1/M2/
M3 350m 21:48

MASTER CLASS (5) has been racing consistently of
late without winning, quick beginner who can
offset the middle draw and looks a leading
chance again. BOSTON GARDEN (7) is the query
runner, new here after coming up from Victoria
with 19 career wins. CANNY WARK (8) went well
here last start in stronger grade and DUKE OF
DIAMONDS (1) is well drawn

1.
2.
4.
5.
7. N/A
8.

Tips
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